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Introduction

Statistical models dealing with latent variables are often used in contemporary

psychometrics (Bartholomew & Knott, 1999; Marcoulides & Moustaki, 2002;

Skondral & Rabe-Hesketh, 2004; Lee, 2007). Two major fields of psychometrics

in which statistical models feature latent variables are factor analysis and item re-

sponse theory. Factor analysis (FA) was initiated by Spearman’s (1904) influential

investigations of general mental ability. Currently, factor analytic methods are

widely used in the social and behavioral sciences (see Cudeck & McCallum, 2007,

for a historical account), and firmly grounded in statistical theory (e.g., Lawley

& Maxwell, 1970; Basilevsky, 1994). Item response theory (IRT) developed out

of classical test theory (CTT; Gulliksen, 1950), with important contributors as

Lord (1952) and Birnbaum (1968) in the United States, and Rasch (1960) in Eu-

rope. Both CTT and IRT are discussed with mathematical rigour in the classic

treatise of Lord and Novick (1968) with contributions by Birnbaum. Although

IRT is applied throughout the social and behavioral sciences, large scale appli-

cations are found more frequently in educational measurement settings. Recent

accounts and developments of IRT can be found in, e.g., Fischer and Molenaar

(1995), Hambleton and van der Linden (1997), and De Boeck and Wilson (2004).

Mellenbergh (1994) provides an interesting account of IRT that also refers to FA

by making reference to the framework of generalized linear modelling (McCullagh

& Nelder, 1989). On a more theoretical level, Borsboom, Mellenbergh, and van

Heerden (2003) tackle the nature of latent variables.

In psychology, the latent variable models used in FA and IRT generally con-

cern uncertainties about measurable aspects of variables of interest. Perhaps

the most well known method of investigation in psychology is the questionnaire

method in which individuals is asked to answer questions that are designed to

be indicative of one or more latent psychological variables. In many cases, the

uncertainties about measurable aspects originate from the variation that arises

when measurements are taken from different, yet exchangeable individuals. In

other words, it is likely that individuals respond differently to the posed ques-

tions. Hopefully, these observed differences are largely attributable to differences
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in the psychological variable of interest and not to other sources. This can be

investigated by the fit of the selected latent variable model. A thus obtained la-

tent variable is then composed of variation between individuals. For example, we

administer a personality questionnaire to a group of individuals and use a latent

variable model in the analysis to compute extraversion scores. If the model fits

satisfactorily, these scores can then be interpreted meaningfully, and, e.g., we can

conclude that one individual scores higher on extraversion than another. How-

ever, it is important to state that such scores are only meaningful in reference to

the population from which the group was sampled.

This thesis is concerned with statistical models from the fields of FA and IRT.

Its main concern is however not with psychological measurements obtained from

different individuals, but with measurements that are repeatedly taken from the

same individual at different points in time. That is, this thesis is concerned with

measurements that form a time series (e.g., Hamilton, 1994; Lütkepohl, 2005).1

There are two important differences with the aforementioned situation in which

measurements are taken from different individuals. The first important difference

is that the measurements are no longer exchangeable, because the particular

order in which they arise now plays an important role. More specifically, early

measurements can influence later measurements, yet not the other way around.

So, the order of the measurements should be accounted for by the selected latent

variable model. The second important difference is that after the successful

application of such a model, latent scores are to be interpreted only in reference

to the studied individual’s trajectory instead of to the population from which the

individual was sampled. For example, we can only conclude that an individual’s

extraversion scores are higher now than they were before, and can be predicted

to some extent.

In this thesis, special interest goes out to a situation that arises often in

psychology, that is, the situation in which the measurements can be classified

into only a limited number of categories. To wit, this thesis is mainly about

categorical time series. This introductory chapter consists of a short motivation

for the investigation of such time series based on developments and focuses in

psychology and psychometrics. The present chapter ends with an overview of

this thesis.

1That is, time series in which time is discrete, and the analyses are conducted in the time

domain. In addition, the main focus is on psychological measurements, rather than physiological

measurements.
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1.1 Psychology

Psychologists have since long been interested in changes of psychological vari-

ables over time. An example of short term specific changes can be found in the

forgetting curve of Ebbinghaus (1885) that describes the functional relationship

between time and the retention of nonsense syllables. A second specific example

can be found in the analysis of the schizofrenia symptoms of a single patient over

time by Holtzmann (1963). More long term and general changes are described

by, for instance, Piaget’s theory of cognitive development, which deals with the

development of intelligent behaviors in children (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958).

From the inception of psychology as a scientific discipline, psychological re-

searchers have been struggling with the delineation of their research area. A ma-

jor problem was the formulation of definitions and operationalizations of psycho-

logical variables in order to allow for replicable scientific research. Hand in hand

with developments in the philosophy of science in the first half of the twentieth

century, such as the movement of logical positivism, it was felt that if psychology

was to become a true scientific discipline, the onus of psychology should be on

empirical research. Psychological research was fitted into fashionable paradigms

of scientific method, most notably, the hypothetico-deductive method advocated

by Popper (1935). The development of the statistical method of null hypothesis

testing , and mathematical statistics in general, by Fisher (1935) and others fitted

in tightly with the developments in psychological research.

Taking account of these developments, the focus in psychology on differences

between individuals in psychological variables such as general mental ability is

not surprising. Van Rijn and Molenaar (Chapter 4 of this thesis; 2005) argue that

this focus can also be ascribed to the scientific ideal of general nomothetic knowl-

edge: The theories of scientific psychology should apply to all human individuals.

In addition, they argue that this focus is one-sided, and that an ideographic ap-

proach, in which differences within a single individual are analysed with statistical

methods, deserves to be studied in its own right. Admittedly, the application of

such an ideographic approach to psychological research can be problematic for

various reasons. For instance, due to repeated nature of the measurements, sev-

eral kinds of confounding effects such as habituation are likely to occur. More

particular, many research questions pertain specifically to differences between in-

dividuals, and not within individuals, so that an ideographic approach does not

make sense. Although these problems make the reticence of psychologists to pur-

sue ideographic investigations understandable, it is evident that many interesting
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research questions in which latent variables are involved are open to ideographic

methods of investigation. In addition, ideographic approaches can also provide

an interesting contribution to the discussion on theoretical issues concerning la-

tent variables (see Borsboom, Mellenbergh, & van Heerden, 2003). It is not the

purpose of this thesis to provide an overview of interesting ideographic topics in

psychology. Rather, its purpose is to present a selection of ideographic meth-

ods of investigation, an investigation into its possibilities and shortcomings, and

eventually compare them with standard psychological methods.

1.2 Psychometrics

In 2007, a special issue on psychometrics appeared of the Handbook of Statistics

(Rao & Sinharay, 2007). It is illustrative of the lack of interest in time series

among present day psychometricians that in the 34 chapter counting volume of

well over a thousand pages, only two short sections are concerned with repeated

measurements. This is all the more striking, because repeated measurements

provided some vexing problems in psychometrics (see, e.g., Harris, 1963). It is not

that there are no methods for analysing time series in the field of psychometrics,

in fact, they are numerous. For example, Anderson (1963) provides an account of

the use of factor analysis for multivariate time series. Molenaar (1985) discusses

a method for the analysis of dynamic factors.

The analysis of single individuals is often associated with a less formal side of

psychology, and not with the more scientific side in which mathematical models

are fitted to psychological measurements. In various other branches of sciences,

particularly econometrics, formal analysis of single systems with statistical meth-

ods is well developed. It seems that the field of psychometrics is somewhat hes-

itant when it comes to the analysis of time series in the form of psychological

measurements. Yet, the matter of formally approaching the analysis of intra-

individual variation has been raised by numerous authors (Hamaker, Dolan, &

Molenaar, 2005; Molenaar, 2004; Wood & Brown, 1994; Holtzmann, 1963). Still,

this type of analysis has not found a niche in mainstream psychometrics. The

purpose of the present thesis is to contribute in its apprehension. Since the nu-

merous examples of analysis of intra-individual variation are mainly concerned

with continuous variables and factor analysis, and the fact that there are a lot of

psychological measures that can have a discrete nature, the focus in this thesis is

on categorical time series and item response theory.
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1.3 Overview

Essentially, this thesis can be divided into two parts. The first part consists of

chapter two, and the second part of chapters three, four, and five. In the first

part, the proclaims of modelling multivariate normal and categorical time series

within the framework of structural equation modelling (SEM) are studied. It

is concluded that the use of summary statistics in combination with SEM in a

time series setting is characterized by certain limitations both with respect to the

use of specific models and statistical inference. The application of SEM succeeds

only partially and is dependent on the particular models used. Especially for

categorical time series, the results are not promising, and there is a need for

techniques that use full information. The investigation and evaluation of such

procedures is the topic of the second part of this thesis. Towards the end of this

thesis, the settting is shifted towards the framework of IRT. The specific focus of

each of the chapters is as follows.

Chapter 2 of this thesis concerns an investigation into methods to analyse

multivariate normal and categorical time series within the SEM framework. This

framework is used because of its familiarity to behavioral researchers and the

availability of various standard SEM software packages. In the case of normal

time series, it is investigated if the matrix consisting of sample auto- and cross-

covariances, referred to as the Toeplitz matrix, can be used to estimate the pa-

rameters of various autoregressive models. The use of the Toeplitz matrix and

the SEM framework is advantegous, because this matrix is easily computed and

can then serve as input for standard SEM software packages to estimate the

model. In a simulation study, the performance of a maximum likelihood (ML),

weighted least squares (WLS), and, as a reference, Kalman filter (KF) estimation

procedure is investigated. For categorical time series, this approach can be used

as well. The Toeplitz matrix in this case, however, consists of polychoric auto-

and cross-correlations. In a second simulation study, the performance of WLS

estimation is investigated in terms of parameter recovery. It was found that the

Toeplitz method does not perform properly in all situations, and that, especially

for categorical time series, it is advisable to pursue the investigation of filtering

methods.

In Chapter 3, univariate categorical time series are analysed within the frame-

work of state space modelling (SSM). In a simulation study, the performance of

a Kalman filtering and smoothing procedure is investigated for the estimation

of autoregressive models for categorical time series. The discussed procedure is
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illustrated by an application to a time series of categorized sleep state measure-

ments.

Chapter 4 of this thesis presents an argumentation in favor of the analysis

of intra-individual variation. It is argued that such types of analyses have been

neglected in psychology and psychometrics. Having thus set the stage, the second

part of this chapter discusses a logistic model for multivariate dichotomous time

series that can be seen as a dynamic extension of the ubiquitous Rasch model in

IRT. The model is applied to a single-subject multivariate categorical time series

consisting of neuroticism scores.

In Chapter 5, the material discussed in Chapter 4 is elaborated on. In partic-

ular, extensions to polytomous and multi-subject time series are discussed within

the state space framework. Furthermore, it is illustrated by a real data example

how this framework can be used for standard applications of IRT as well. The

results of applying state space methods are compared with those of standard

IRT methods. The chapter ends with an application of the presented models

and methods to multi-subject polytomous time series in the form of extraversion

scores.

Since the four main chapters comprising this thesis are written with the in-

tention that they form self-contained papers, some material is repeated. Also,

abbreviations are introduced in each chapter seperately. The present thesis ends

with an epilogue with some general conclusions of the performed investigations,

and some guidelines for future research in the field of psychological measurement

in the form of categorical time series. The appendix concerns a short note on

the application of classical test theory methods in the situation of population

heterogeneity.


